Context. An injection of energy towards a magnetic null point can drive reversals of current-sheet polarity leading to time-dependent, oscillatory reconnection (OR), which may explain periodic phenomena generated when reconnection occurs in the solar atmosphere. However, the details of what controls the period of these current-sheet oscillations in realistic systems is poorly understood, despite being of crucial importance in assessing whether a specific model of OR can account for observed periodic behaviour. Aims. This paper aims to highlight that different types of reconnection reversal are supported about null points, and that these can be distinct from the oscillation in the closed-boundary, linear systems considered by a number of authors in the 1990s. In particular, we explore the features of a nonlinear oscillation local to the null point, and examine the effect of resistivity and perturbation energy on the period, contrasting it to the linear, closed-boundary case. Methods. Numerical simulations of the single-fluid, resistive MHD equations are used to investigate the effects of plasma resistivity and perturbation energy upon the resulting OR. Results. It is found that for small perturbations that behave linearly, the inverse Lundquist number dictates the period, provided the perturbation energy (i.e. the free energy) is small relative to the inverse Lundquist number defined on the boundary, regardless of the broadband structure of the initial perturbation. However, when the perturbation energy exceeds the threshold required for 'nonlinear' null collapse to occur, a complex oscillation of the magnetic field is produced which is, at most, only weakly-dependent on the resistivity. The resultant periodicity is instead strongly influenced by the amount of free energy, with more energetic perturbations producing higher-frequency oscillations. Conclusions. Crucially, with regards to typical solar-based and astrophysical-based input energies, we demonstrate that the majority far exceed the threshold for nonlinearity to develop. This substantially alters the properties and periodicity of both null collapse and subsequent OR. Therefore, nonlinear regimes of OR should be considered in solar and astrophysical contexts.
Introduction
As a fundamental mechanism for energy release in plasmas, magnetic reconnection is of undoubted importance in astrophysics, and has been implicated in a number of phenomena including solar and stellar flares, coronal mass ejections, astrophysical jets, and planetary aurorae. In a long history of research into reconnection, since the development of the 'classical', steady-state 2D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models such as Sweet-Parker and Petschek reconnection, a myriad of different models and avenues of research have emerged, including the study of 3D effects (e.g. Priest & Pontin 2009; Pontin 2012) , of current sheet instability (e.g. Loureiro et al. 2007; Comisso et al. 2016) , and of kinetic effects (e.g. Yamada et al. 2010) , in addition to phenomenological modelling of the largescale effects of reconnection events on solar and stellar atmospheres (e.g. Priest & Forbes 2000; Priest 2014; Wyper et al. 2017) .
The solar atmosphere is replete with periodic events. This paper principally concerns periodic phenomena that may occur in time-dependent reconnection schemes, specifically so-called 'oscillatory reconnection' (OR), which could be characterised as an evolving reconnection region where the directionality of the reconnection undergoes reversals (viz. the current sheets periodically reverse polarity). The idea of an inherently periodic reconnection mechanism is an appealing theoretical explanation for a number of observed (quasi)-periodic phenomena in which reconnection has been implicated, including quasi-periodic pulsations (QPPs) in flares (see McLaughlin et al. 2018 , for a review), where OR has recently received attention as a possible explanation (e.g. Kupriyanova et al. 2016; Kuznetsov et al. 2016; Van Doorsselaere et al. 2016; Pugh et al. 2017; Doyle et al. 2018; Shen et al. 2018; Nakariakov et al. 2018) . In order to test this idea, it is crucial to determine whether OR can produce periodicities compatible with observation under solar conditions (under appropriate parameter ranges and appropriate models). However, exactly what controls this period is currently poorly understood, and so this paper seeks to contribute towards clarifying this issue. Dungey 1953) . Before the 1990s, null collapse had already received significant attention (as attested to by the posthumouslypublished review of Syrovatskii 1981) as it was thought that the scaling of the current growth during the implosive phase could provide an avenue to 'fast' reconnection, even in highlyconducting plasmas. Though informative with regards to the initial implosive phase of null collapse, these studies relied on similarity solutions which break down at the scale at which diffusion (or other processes) could limit such an implosion, and therefore could not follow the evolution beyond this time (hence, to possible OR). Thus, we do not discuss these specific results much further here (see introductions of Thurgood et al. 2018a,b , for a recent perspective on the history of null-collapse research).
In the 1990s, a significant amount of research was published that considered null collapse using a variety of distinct approaches that were (in-part) motivated by overcoming some of the questions surrounding the physicality of the earlier similarity-based solutions, by instead using perturbation-based techniques. Notably, Craig & McClymont (1991) (and subsequently, e.g. Craig & Watson 1992; Hassam 1992; Craig & McClymont 1993) produced models and solutions which concerned the evolution of a collapsing null due to a perturbation of fixed free energy contained within a finite, closed domain, inclusive of the field surrounding any similarity region that may form naturally (dynamically). Such solutions could follow the evolution beyond the initial implosion, and indicated that OR would occur at the null point. Henceforth, we refer to these papers and the general scheme or type of OR they concern as 'linear OR'. A summary of these linear analyses is given in Priest & Forbes (2000, Chapter 7.1) .
In this particular scheme of OR ('linear OR'), the oscillation is essentially a global oscillation of the magnetic field set up as a consequence of MHD waves repeatedly reflecting between the diffusion region (a small shell around the null of radius proportional to η 0.5 ) and the closed domain boundary. As a consequence, Craig & McClymont (1991) found that the period associated with such OR is set by the communication time between the boundary and the diffusion radius. As such, the periodicity may be expressed in terms of a single variable, namely the (inverse) Lundquist number defined in such a way to encode this communication time (i.e. a Lundquist number based on values of typical speed at the reflecting boundary, length scale to the boundary, and resistivity). They also determined a corresponding decay rate, which was similarly simple. Later it was found by Craig & Watson (1992) that this decay rate does not apply in the general broadband oscillations, however, they did find that the period itself was unchanged regardless of the initial condition.
Since consideration in the 1990s, the OR phenomenon has been reported and studied in a number of distinct contexts and models. For example, in simulated model solar atmospheres, periodic current sheet reversals have been noted to occur in response to flux-rope emergence (Murray et al. 2009; McLaughlin et al. 2012b ) and p-mode driving (Tarr et al. 2017) . OR has also been studied as a response to externally-originating shock waves converging upon a null (McLaughlin et al. 2009 (McLaughlin et al. , 2012a , and also in a similar setup extended to Hall MHD by Threlfall et al. (2012) . Further, in the first such study, we recently confirmed that OR is permitted about three-dimensional (3D) null points, occurring in the (repeating) 'spine-fan' mode of reconnection (Thurgood et al. 2017) .
It is clear that none of the oscillations reported in these 21st century papers are compatible with the global oscillation periods in the linear OR models. These simulations are rife with nonlinearity, and a number of them claim to have effectively implemented a non-reflecting boundary which would preclude reflection-driven oscillations altogether by perfect transmission of outgoing waves (e.g. Thurgood et al. 2017 reported rigorously on how this was achieved). Most of these papers did not explicitly consider what controls the periodicity of the resulting oscillation in their experiment by parameter variation, more commonly just reporting on the OR phenomenologically. An exception is McLaughlin et al. (2012a) , which considered the effect of varying the pulse amplitude in the converging-shock triggered case (propagating shock fronts act to collapse a null and form the initial current sheet, which then oscillates), and found that the period of the long-term oscillation decreased with increasing amplitude (in the parameter range considered). This is of course in contrast to the linear OR models where the period is set only by the Lundquist number, clearly indicating that it is not a formula which applies to all systems exhibiting OR, even as an approximation.
Understanding what controls the periodicity of OR in realistic systems is of crucial importance if we are to begin to test these theoretical models of OR against observation ("What periods can be produced in solar parameter ranges?"). Evidentially, from the more recent simulations, the formula of Craig & McClymont (1991) does not seem appropriate as the 'realism' of the models increases. As such, in this paper we have two goals. The first is to explore why this is the case, determine under what conditions the periodicity of OR departs from that of linear OR, and to characterise the qualitative properties of such a periodicity upon this departure. As we will see, this is primarily a consequence of the nonlinear properties of null collapse which are absent in the linear OR models. Crucially, we show that for astrophysical parameters the perturbation energy threshold for nonlinear evolution is so small that it seems unlikely that any astrophysical periodic reconnection phenomena of interest will involve linear collapses (and thus conform to the linear OR regime). The second aim is to further our understanding of the more applicable nonlinear regime of OR. Thus, in a parameter study we consider the influence of free energy (perturbation energy) and -for the first time -the influence of plasma resistivity on the resulting period.
Numerical setup
The simulations involve the numerical solution of the singlefluid, resistive MHD equations using the LareXd code (Arber et al. 2001 ). Here we outline the simulation setup (initial conditions), with full technical details deferred to the appendicies. All variables in this paper are nondimensionalised, unless units are explicitly stated.
We consider a background magnetic field of the form
which is a potential null point, free from electrical currents, and so constitutes a minimum-energy, force-free state. This field is embedded within a plasma we take to be initially at rest (v = 0), of uniform density (ρ = 1) and uniform gas pressure, chosen such that a fixed plasma-β defined by the background field B 0 at radius r = 1 may be set, which is taken as β 0 = 10 −8 . We consider an ideal gas with γ = 5/3. Plasma resistivity η is also taken as a uniform variable in our parameter study.
To this field we consider a perturbation B 1 (such that the total field B = B 0 + B 1 ) that is of the form t Fig. 1 . Evolution of the current density j z recorded at the null during the j 0 = 10 −5 , η = 10 −4 simulation. The vertical lines indicate the locations of the predicted local extrema according to Equation (7) where a = 0.926 is determined empirically (see description of Table 1 ).
which corresponds to a nearly-uniform current concentration centred about the null which is then tapered down (with associated return current) such that the flux at the boundary is undisturbed. This is essentially the form of the perturbation used in the simulations of McClymont & Craig (1996) . We express the initial amplitude of this perturbation through j 0 which is the peak initial current density associated with the perturbation (equivalently, we control the available free energy through setting j 0 ), which is related to the initial separatrix angle α by j 0 = 2 cos α.
As the boundary conditions are closed and line-tied (Appendix B) this initial condition contains all of the free energy available to participate in the resulting evolution.
Such a perturbation imbalances the Lorentz force about the null, and triggers 'null point collapse' -an implosive process where the perturbation energy is focused to increasingly small scales where dissipative processes and magnetic reconnection can become (momentarily) significant, even in extremely-highconductivity plasma. If the perturbation amplitude at this time is sufficiently small (relative to the resistivity), the waves and dynamics of the initial implosion proceed in a linear regime (for this specific initial condition, we find the nondimensional condition j 0 2.1η is required for linear collapse, see Appendix C and Section 5). Otherwise, a nonlinear implosion characterised by different scaling laws and the production of extremely localised heating, dissipation and plasma inhomogeneity (including shock structures at the critical time) will occur. We have recently discussed the differences between these initial collapses in some detail (Thurgood et al. 2018a,b , see also references therein). Regardless of linearity, after this initial implosion stalls, OR begins to occur as the system seeks equilibrium.
Linear oscillatory reconnection
We first present the results of simulations of OR that meet the requirements to evolve in the linear regime (to which the results of Craig and co-authors should apply) in order to both (i) Table 1 (following maxima left to right, the curves go from higher to lower resistivity). Bottom: Normalised Fourier power spectrum indicating the dominant period measured in the j z (0, 0)-signals above. The vertical dashed lines indicate the expected period according to Equation (7), which is consistent with the dominant periodicity bin in all cases. energy perturbations in Section 4, and (iii) provide a point of contrast for these nonlinear results. We first construct an analytical prediction of the period (Section 3.1), and then compare this to our simulation in Section 3.2.
Linear OR: Analytical prediction of the period
For a linear disturbance to the null, we expect that the period of a standing or global oscillation is essentially set by the (fastest) communication time between the boundary and the null point. By assuming a cylindrical boundary, recognising that the linear wave speed for the setup simplifies to c A = r (see Equation 1), and solving by separation of variables we may calculate the time taken for a cylindrical mode to traverse from the outer boundary (at r = 1) to a diffusion-dominated interior layer. By dimensional arguments, this 'diffusion radius' is r c = aη 1/2 where a is a constant of order 1 (see Craig & McClymont 1991; Watson Table 1 . Predicted and measured periodicities in the linear, closed-boundary simulations (see Section 3.2 for a list describing the different column headers). In both the case of the predicted periods for a = 1 and an empirically corrected period for a 1, the prediction is consistent with the peak spectral power bin, although by comparison to the average distance between local extrema the adjusted prediction appears to have closer agreement to simulation. 
This is sometimes referred to as the 'critical time' in null collapse literature, as it corresponds to the time at which diffusion begins to dominate the dynamics of the initial collapse promoted by our initial condition, and the time at which the maximum current density and reconnection rates will be produced (see Thurgood et al. 2018a ,b, for further details). For now, we neglect the time it may take for information to diffuse through this zone, and simply argue that a complete period of a global (standing) cylindrical oscillation of the null must be four times this quantity
If we choose to use the approximation a ≈ 1, continue neglecting to account for a diffusion time, and recognise that η −1 is the Lundquist number under our nondimensionalisation (see Appendix A) this simplifies to
which is the period found in the literature (see, e.g. Craig & McClymont 1991) . Thus, our back-of-envelope construction of an expected period is consistent with bona fide solutions of the linearised system. In this form (equation 5) it is most clear that in this regime of OR the oscillation's period is uniquely determined by the time taken for reflections of radial oscillations propagating between the boundary and the interior diffusive layer. Hence, it depends only on the Lundquist number (i.e. the Alfvén speed on the outer boundary, the length scale to the boundary, and the resistivity which sets the scale of the interior boundary) which under this system of nondimensionalisation is characterised by the single variable η.
We may attempt to account for the time taken to traverse the diffusive layer to the origin by assuming a diffusive speed of v d = η/r c , which since r c = aη 1/2 yields
We note that, although this is relatively small compared to T wave for astrophysical (large) Lundquist numbers, it is important to account for this sometimes neglected timescale if we wish to compare this formula to full MHD simulation. This is because, due to computational limitations, the simulated explicit resistivity will be comparatively high in order to allow for the diffusion layer to be properly-resolved on the grid (recall r c = aη 1/2 ). Thus, our overall prediction for the period of linear OR is
Linear OR: Simulated periodicities
We consider a set of simulations which essentially exhibit linear OR and compare them to the predictions. To recover the linear behaviour throughout it is sufficient that the perturbation energy satisfies j 0 2.1η, i.e., the criterion for the initial implosion to stall before nonlinear steepening occurs. As such, we consider runs with η in the range η = 3 × 10 −5 − 3 × 10 −3 and initial amplitudes j 0 = 10 −5 (i.e. a fixed energy that satisfies the condition across the range considered), and also j 0 = 0.01η (a variable energy that is fixed in its ratio to nondimensional η). Note that the simulations themselves are of the full nonlinear equations, rather than a linearised reduction.
In Figure 1 , as an example we show the evolution of the normalised current density at the null point (located at the origin) over the span of 100t A for j 0 = 10 −5 for η = 10 −4 . The signal of j z (t) initially forms a peak associated with the collection of the broadband driver into a small radius (area) during the initial (linear) implosion. Note that our initial condition is not entirely cylindrically symmetric, nor are the boundaries, thus affecting the accumulation of current slightly as per Craig & Watson (1992) . After, it assumes a damped, regularly-sinusoidal profile where the change in the sign of j z and so the reconnection rate η j z (0, t) indicates the occurrence of OR. This signal is typical of all of the simulations of linear OR.
The measured and expected periods of this signal in j z for all of the different (linear amplitude) runs is summarised in Table 1 . Specifically, it quantifies -The critical time t c expected from Equation (3) under the assumption that a = 1 for the given value of η in each run. -The measured critical time from the simulated data ('t c measured') . -The value of a necessary to match the predicted critical time from Equation (3) to the data, henceforth referred to as the 'empirically adjusted value of a'.
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We see excellent agreement of the predicted period (equation 7 with different choices of a) and the measured periods (and also, by visual inspection). Despite the fact that we use a Cartesian boundary and the fact that the full solution permits broadband oscillation (i.e. can contain contributions from m 0 modes), the measurements of the period do not significantly depart from this prediction (this is also in agreement with arguments by Craig & Watson 1992 who present a linear solution inclusive of higher modes). We also note that in both sets of amplitudes in the runs ( j 0 = 10 −5 and j 0 = 0.01η) that the periods are as predicted by Equation (7) -indicating that the period is independent of the wave amplitudes (as would be expected under a linear evolution controlled by fixed background characteristics/wave-speeds). The actual quantitative difference between the corresponding values of, e.g., t c , is small, as evident in the tabulated data. Figure 2 (top panel) also visualises the various signals for the fixed-amplitude j 0 = 10 −5 and variable η set of runs, where the increase of the period with decreasing resistivity is clear (it also shows that higher resistivity increases the damping rate, due to enhanced dissipation, although we do not focus on this aspect of OR further in this paper). In the bottom panel of Figure 2 , we show normalised Fourier power spectra calculated from these signals, with the vertical-dashed lines indicating the predicted period which corresponds in all cases to the periodicity bin with the dominant power (adjusted for empirical a, although the a = 1 prediction is also consistent with the spectral measurement).
Overall, the periodicity of OR in a linear regime is wellunderstood and documented in the works of Craig & McClymont (1991) and subsequent authors. We have demonstrated in this Section that we can reproduce the key properties of such a system in numerical simulation, 'validating' our numerical setup against independent predictions. This particular case (linear OR) is subject to a number of assumptions, restrictions, or criteria, perhaps most stringently the linear collapse condition itself. We discuss the physical meaning of this condition further in Section 5, and find that it is unlikely to be satisfied in astrophysical plasmas. Examples of other restrictions on the applicability of OR as described in this section include perfect reflectivity, and the numerous conditions for collapse to be linear under the action of other limiting mechanisms such as guide-field back-pressure are discussed in detail in Thurgood et al. 2018a,b) .
Nonlinear oscillatory reconnection
We now consider the influence of increasing the amplitude of the perturbations in such closed systems beyond the threshold for the initial implosion to evolve nonlinearly ( j 0 2.1η here). As covered extensively in the literature (e.g. Forbes & Speiser 1979; McClymont & Craig 1996; Thurgood et al. 2018a,b) and confirmed by experiment (e.g. Syrovatskii et al. 1972) , we anticipate the effect of exceeding this threshold to be the production during the initial implosion of a quasi-1D, highly-compressed and heated current sheet.
This can be seen in Figure 3 , an embedded animation which shows the evolution of coloured contours of j z , ρ and p for the case of j 0 = 0.1 and η = 10 −4 . By around t = t c = 2.01 such a current sheet has been formed and the initial implosion stalls. Immediately after t c , the inhomogeneity in the vicinity of the current sheet is obvious. Shock structures form about the super-magnetosonic reconnection jets, namely slow shocks on the flanks, and a fast termination shock at the head, which due to both magnetic-and gas-pressure gradients is driven in along the current sheet's length-wise axis, shortening it and choking off the reconnection flow. The formation and properties of such shocks in the immediate aftermath of the initial implosion are described comprehensively in Thurgood et al. (2018b) and so we do not repeat the analysis here -instead we follow the longer-term evolution.
For the subsequent oscillations of the field and the current sheet (which evidentially occur in the later-time evolution of the animation of Figure 3) , the plasma inhomogeneity that is generated has a dramatic effect. With regards to establishing a global oscillation of the field analogous to the linear case, we note that the communication times from boundary to null point / current sheet are altered due to the mass-inhomogeneity and localised heating (i.e. variable pressure field), altering both the Alfvén and sound speeds (hence, altering the fast and slow speeds). In addition to affecting the global communication times, the nowappreciable sound speed near the null will allow for waves to traverse the null point acoustically (possibly reflecting off the density gradients at the current sheet boundaries). Furthermore, the current sheet and reconnection flow does not constitute a locally force-balanced state, and so 'localised restoring forces' will act to alter the configuration, independently of global or standing modes of oscillation. For instance, at the ends of the current sheets (at the interface of the termination shock) both magnetic and gas pressure gradients conspire to choke off the outflow and drive in against the current sheet. This reduces its length and acts to promote current sheet reversal by a localised process of secondary collapse. Whilst in these particular simulations there will be contributions from these local force imbalances and reflections, we note that the local force imbalance means that OR could occur in the absence of reflections of outgoing waves at boundaries and the establishment of 'standing' oscillations of the field (e.g. such a reversal cycle occurs in the case of Thurgood et al. 2017, which is an entirely open system). Disentangling these various effects in a complicated nonlinear system is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, here we aim: (i) to highlight that different regimes are possible, and (ii) to begin exploring the resulting periodicity experimentally (via simulation). Figure 4 (top panel) shows the (normalised) signal of j z measured at the null point for the simulations with fixed perturbation amplitude j 0 = 0.1 and resistivity in the range η = 3 × 10 −5 − 1 × 10 −3 . It is immediately obvious from visual inspection that such signals are not as regularly sinusoidal as the linear case, instead exhibiting a quasi-periodicity characterised by a bursty signal containing double same-signed peaks, together with sign changes associated with current sheet reversals (cf. the signal in j z for η = 10 −4 to the animation of Figure 3 ). Additionally, both the reversal period and the periods of multiple-extrema features are significantly shorter than the corresponding linear period for each equivalent value of η (compare with Figure 2 ). Comparing amongst the curves in Figure 4 , increasing resistivity appears to lead to a comparatively weak decrease in the main reversal period (relative to the linear case), and an increasingly smooth time-variation.
Article number, page 5 of 12 A&A proofs: manuscript no. periodicity The corresponding power spectrum for the fixed-amplitude nonlinear runs is shown in Figure 4 (bottom panel). We find that for this set of runs there is no change in which periodicity bin contains maximum power, and so we cannot quantitatively detect any apparent change in period with resistivity (within our spectral resolution). However, as per our visual assessment, if we directly measure the main reversal period by simply determining the elapsed time between sign changes in j z over the first few cycles we do find some evidence that there may be a weak inverse scaling of the period with η. These direct measurements also confirm that the dominant spectral bin corresponds to the 'main' periodicity associated with the current sheet reversals. These measures (namely, the dominant spectral power bin and the directly measured reversal period) are summarised in Table 2. Some secondary spectral peaks at lower period are also present, which we hypothesise are associated with the higherfrequency bursts in the signal, but we do not focus on them in this paper. Thus, the dominant periodicity of nonlinear OR appears to have (at most) a weak inverse scaling with increasing η. This is a stark contrast with the case of linear OR where it is the only variable that matters. It is also perhaps surprising, since for our initially low value of β, that resistivity does effect a number of properties of the initial current sheet formed at the time of the implosion halting (Thurgood et al. 2018a,b) .
We also considered series of simulations with fixed resistivity (η = 10 −4 ) and variable perturbation amplitude (all sufficiently large to permit nonlinear collapse). The signals j z (0, t) and their Fourier transform are shown in Figure 5 , while key measurements of these runs are summarised in the lower section of Table 2 . In this case, we find that increasing the perturbation Whilst it is clear that the signals are not identical and that additional dissipation affects the curve (in particular, its smoothness), it is clear visually that the effect of resistivity upon the period(s) is much weaker than in the linear case. Bottom: Normalised Fourier power spectra distribution. The dominant spectral bin, is unchanged with η, indicating that any change in the main reversal period (change in current sheet sign and orientation) is only weakly dependent on resistivity, such that we cannot detect it with this sample. In both panels, red corresponds to the lowest resistivity (η = 3 × 10 −5 ) and black to the highest (η = 1 × 10 −3 ).
energy leads to higher-frequency oscillations, clearly visible in the different signals of j z (t). In the power spectrum, this shift to shorter periods is unambiguously detectable, with peaks separated into different periodicity bins. Following McLaughlin et al. (2012a) , in Table 2 we also record the maximum current density j c and current sheet length l c for both sets of nonlinear runs (both of which occur at the critical time t c ). Decreasing the resistivity whilst maintaining a constant perturbation energy increases the current density, whilst the length of the current sheet is not strongly affected by changes in resistivity. However, for fixed resistivity and increasing amplitude, we find that both the current density and the sheet length increase. Both aspects are well established: the increase in peak current density derives from the collapse proceeding to smaller scales across the current layer, while the current sheet length . It is visually clear that the larger amplitude perturbations form the initial current sheet more rapidly (t c occurs earlier, the initial maxima) and subsequently associated with higher frequency oscillations, both in terms of the reversal periods and the frequency of the secondary (same signed) peaks. Bottom: Normalised Fourier power spectra distribution indicating the dominant period. There is a clear decrease in the dominant period (associated with the main reversal cycle) as perturbation energy increases. Additionally, we note that as the amplitude is increased, spectral power in the lowerperiod (higher frequency) oscillations is also increased.
is predominantly determined by the radius at which nonlinear steepening becomes appreciable, when the cylindrical implosion becomes quasi-planar (see e.g. McClymont & Craig 1996; Thurgood et al. 2018b ). Thus larger perturbation energies result in longer current sheets. From the measured value of l c , we see therefore that l c appears to have an inverse scaling with the resulting periodicity. In other words, longer current sheets tend to be associated with shorter periods (faster reversals). In the fixed resistivity case where we see weak (at best) scaling of the period with η, we see similarly small changes in recorded current sheet lengths.
Dimensional considerations

Energy threshold for nonlinearity
The aforementioned requirement for nonlinearity to occur before a null point collapse is limited by resistivity is for our setup j 0 2.1η (nondimensional). In Appendix C we also derive the same condition beginning with the dimensional form of the background field, perturbed field, and magnetic resistivity. In doing so, it becomes clear that the limit is equivalent to
This is a ratio of the total perturbation energy 1 (δE) to the total potential energy of the background field evaluated within the linear diffusion radius U 0 (r = r c ). If this inequality is not satisfied, the linear collapse should be diffusion limited before the perturbation overwhelms the background field. Otherwise, it will begin to evolve nonlinearly.
For our set up, these quantities are found to be:
where b (Tesla, kg s −2 A −1 ) corresponds to the strength of the field at the boundary, which is located at l metres from the null, and it is understood that in this section of the paper ρ 0 and η are dimensional quantities which correspond to a typical density (kg m −3 ) and magnetic diffusivity (m 2 s −1 ). The perturbation amplitude relative to the background field strength on the boundary is here expressed in terms of the cosine of the separatrix angle α (which is related to the nondimensional number j 0 by cos α = j 0 /2 ).
Combining Equations 10 and 11, we find total energy associated with the background magnetic field in the linear diffusion region
At this stage it becomes immediately clear that for typical astrophysical plasmas that essentially any perturbation of interest will violate equation 8 and evolve nonlinearly. For example, if we take, say, ρ 0 ∼ 10 −10 kg m −3 and η ∼ 1 m 2 s −1 as reasonably representative of solar coronal plasma, then we require δE 10 −10 J m −1 for linear, resistively-limited collapse and OR. This is indicative that any collapse events energetic enough to observe will not be linear, resistively limited collapses. As such, any subsequent time-dependent reconnection will not be in the regime of linear OR as described in the initial models of e.g. Craig & McClymont (1991) . Thus, the consideration of different regimes of OR such as the nonlinear regime presented in this paper is a necessary step forward.
Simulated nonlinear periodicities under solar parameters
It is not straightforward to unambiguously determine appropriate dimensional scales to assign to models of linear null point fields (in the absence of further modelling context) as linear null points are scale-free. Instead we consider the resulting time normalisation across a range of parameters that are consistent with considering coronal densities in the range 10 −12 < ρ 0 < 10 −10 kg m −3 (noting that density has a relatively weak contribution as the square-root) and typical field strengths in the range 10 −4 < b < 10 −1 T and length scales in the range 10 5 < l < 10 7 m. In this case, the normalising time
(see Appendix A) will lie in the range 10 −3 − 1000 seconds.
Conclusions
Key Findings
We have conducted numerical simulations of OR under a parameter study of resistivity and perturbation amplitudes in order to examine the effect on the resulting periodicity. Our key findings are 1. We show, using a numerical simulation, that we can recover the main properties of the analytically-tractable systems of OR considered by Craig & McClymont (1991); Craig & Watson (1992) ; Hassam (1992) ; Craig & McClymont (1993) , which we call the linear OR regime. However, we find that once the perturbation energy sufficiently exceeds the threshold for nonlinear collapse (here, j 0 < η for linear collapse), more complex periodic signals are produced, replete with 'bursty', same-signed peaks in current density and true reversals of the current sheet, which we call the nonlinear OR regime. We find that the nonlinear OR regime is vastly different to that of the better-known linear OR cases. This threshold, which controls whether the initial implosion is itself linear, would likely be easily exceeded in astrophysical plasmas given typically low Lundquist numbers. 2. In the nonlinear OR case, we find that for fixed perturbation energies the dependence of the measured spectra on the resistivity (equivalently, Lundquist number) is sufficiently weak that it cannot be distinguished with our sampling period (our spectral resolution as per the sampling rate and time). There is qualitative evidence that the dominant periodicity may have some weak positive scaling with the Lundquist number, but it is undoubtedly weaker than the linear OR case where the change in period is clearly detectable in our simulations for the corresponding range of resistivity. 3. In the nonlinear OR regime, we find that by fixing the resistivity and then varying perturbation amplitude, the period is measurably affected by the amount of free energy available. This is again in contrast to the linear OR case where the inverse Lundquist number (i.e. resistivity if we consider the length scales and maximum wave speed fixed) is the only parameter that affects the period.
Discussion
With regards to key finding [1], and as per our discussion in Section 5, we note that the criteria for linear evolution is likely to be easily violated in astrophysical plasmas due to typically-low resistivity, and that perturbations that satisfy such a criteria are so energetically diminutive that they are inconsequential. Further, as we have illustrated in Section 3, the period determined by the linear solution is essentially associated with a global oscillation of the field. In other words, it requires complete reflectivity at the boundaries, which may not be appropriate in the solar atmosphere (see also the discussion in Longcope & Priest 2007) . Whilst with partial reflection it may be the case that the linear period is not-much altered, it would also be inappropriate to apply the linear OR-type results on damping rates (disregarding the fact that the perturbation will likely be strong enough to violate the linearity condition to begin with). Importantly, this appears not always to have been fully-appreciated in the literature, given that some previous studies of OR have mistakenly attempted to apply the periodicity and decay formulas of Craig & McClymont (1991) to numerical simulations which are (apparently) reflection-free and clearly exhibit nonlinear behaviour. When the free energy contained within the initial disturbance is more substantial, we find the inevitable effect of the nonlinear implosion/collapse is that of a nonlinear scheme of OR. In our simulations, both reflections ('global oscillations') and local dynamics around the highly-inhomogeneous and localised current sheet contribute to setting the period. Remarkably, as per key finding [2] we find that these oscillations are not strongly dependent on plasma resistivity in the range considered. This is encouraging in that it suggests that it may be possible to make a direct quantitative comparison between simulated periodicities and those observed in the corona. While simulations must use much higher explicit resistivities than in reality, if the η-dependence of the period is weak as we have found, it may not be necessary to explicitly account for sub-grid dissipation or otherwise to extrapolate from scalings derived from accessible ranges of resistivity 2 . For example, the periodicity of current sheet reversals observed in simulations more representative of the solar atmosphere, with model transition regions, dipole fields and external wave driving (e.g. OR occurring in setups similar to Tarr et al. 2017 ) may be meaningful despite the requirement to use relatively high resistivity in such models (e.g. S = 10 would be typical).
Further, as per key finding [3], we find that instead the oscillations are affected by the energy available to the initial implosion. This sets the properties of the initial current sheet and the local inhomogeneity, indicating that such signals of OR could occur in open systems or in the absence of reflection (this is supported by Thurgood et al. 2017 where one cycle of 3D OR was observed prior to a guaranteed minimum reflection time, although the period was not considered quantitatively).
Towards OR for seismology
Overall, our theoretical understanding of the range of periodicities produced in more realistic, nonlinear schemes of OR such as that considered here and elsewhere (see Introduction, 1) is currently insufficient to begin testing the possibility of OR underlying unexplained periodic phenomena in which reconnection has been implicated (for example by determining whether the periods obtained are compatible with observed phenomena).
In Section 5, it was shown that periods of 10 −3 to 10 3 seconds can be constructed for typical solar parameters, and McLaughlin et al. (2018) reported that QPPs have been detected with periods ranging from a fraction of a second to several minutes. Thus, whilst promising, follow-up work (utilising the specific magnetic configuration one is comparing to) is needed to further constrain such a range of periodicities.
One key result of this study is that perturbation amplitude (free energy) seems to have the strongest influence on the resulting periodicity -specifically, higher-energy collapses lead to measurably shorter periods and longer initial current sheets (key finding [3] ). We believe that this result should broadly generalise to other null-containing geometries and setups given that it is easy to access the nonlinear phase of collapse during the initial implosion (key finding [1] ). This finding is reminiscent of McLaughlin et al. (2012a) , who considered simulations of OR in a different system -specifically one where OR is triggered by quasi-planar shocks converging on the null (which, after they pass through and then propagate away, leave behind a current sheet which oscillates). They also found that the period was dependent on the perturbation amplitude (with shorter periods for higher amplitudes) and that the larger amplitude / shorter period systems were associated with longer initial current sheets. McLaughlin et al. (2012a) hypothesised that longer current sheets should correspond to greater restoring forces participating in the reversal process (as they represent a greater disturbance to the background field). They proposed that such larger restoring forces might explain the resulting higher-frequency oscillations by facilitating a more rapid reversal of the sheet. However, for this to be the case the increase in such forces would have to be sufficient to compensate for the necessity to do work against the longer, hotter, and more massive current sheets which are produced by increasingly energetic initial implosions. This interpretation would also be consistent with our finding that the nonlinear period does not strongly depend on resistivity (key finding [2]), as although the resistivity does affect a number of initial current sheet properties, it is known not to significantly influence the initial current sheet length in nonlinear null collapse (see Craig 1996 and Thurgood et al. 2018a for 2D and 3D, respectively) . However, it is nontrivial to quantify what exactly constitutes and meaningfully quantifies the 'net restoring force' in these nonlinear, inhomogeneous, and dissipative systems, and we have not yet been able to do so in a satisfactory manner. We did consider a crude measure -namely calculating the inwards force acting at the edge of the current sheet along its axis at t cand found that its magnitude is greater for longer current sheets. Furthermore, the increase is nonlinear (i.e. non-Hookean in the sense that the ratio of the force measured to the displacement, taken as l c , is not constant but rather increases) which could be interpreted as consistent with the notion that this may ultimately drive the more rapid reversals. However, at this stage we are not confident that this is an appropriate measure from which to draw such a conclusion, hence why we did not present such data in Section 4, and so these particular comments should be read as preliminary.
The influence of a number of other plasma variables and physical effects on the periodicity of OR remains to be studied, for example more appreciable initial plasma pressures, plasma viscosity, guide-field and 3D effects (e.g. different 3D field line geometries), modified equations of state, and thermal conductivity. All of the aforementioned parameters are expected to contribute to setting the scale at which the initial implosion is limited, and so control the initial current sheet properties. They will also control the plasma state about which subsequent oscillations occur, thus all have scope to affect the resulting periodicity. Additionally, the influence of reflectivity and boundary conditions needs to be further considered, in particular, the influence
